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Introduction 
Chinese painting is one the oldest tradition in the world. It has been well developed since 
Tang dynasty. It can be categorized as landscapes, character paintings and flower-and-bird 
paintings. However, because of historical background, landscape paintings are regarded as 
more important, or have a much spiritual meaning. They are therefore more respected in the 
past. 
In terms of technique, Chinese painting can also be divided into Meticulous and freehand. 
Meticulous - Gong-bi (工筆)often referred to as "court-style" painting 
Freehand - shui-mo (水墨）loosely termed watercolor or brush painting. 
It involves the same techniques as calligraphy with brush dipped in black or colored ink. 
In the thesis study, landscape shui-mo painting was chosen as it was considered to be the 
highest spiritual form of Chinese painting. It contains a lot of theory behind. Unlike other kinds 
of painting, Chinese painting has a close relationship with architecture, and this is mainly 
related to the Chinese humanity. 
In terms of drawing technique, the "lines" are not the focus in the drawings. It focuses more 
in the water-ink-paper interaction and the expression. How does this reaction related to 
architecture? Can we translate this special language into architecture? 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is trying to interpret traditional Chinese art and translate it into 
modern architecture. 
Methodology 
The research part will be based on the study of drawing skills and the use of drawing materials 
(ink, water, brush and paper) of Chinese painting. The monotone introduced by reaction 
of ink and water, the flow of ink in the paper, and the special treatment between opposite 
components will be deeply studied to interpret into architectural language. 
The organization, the layout and the special view point will be the second part of the study. 
Comparison between traditional and modern shu卜mo painting will be studied to see how the 
traditional language of painting is affected in the revolution and how it affect the sense and 
interpretation of space. 
Interpretation of Chinese Shui-mo Painting 
The soul of Chinese painting is related to nature. Mountains and water are considered as the 
basic ingredients of nature in China, expressing equally the fundamental opposites of Yin 
and Yang. As Yin and Yang, or Tai Chi creates the universe according to Taoism (道),we may 
conclude that ancient artists were attempting to use Shan Shui Painting as a tool to express 
their feeling towards nature and the universe. 
m 
In general, painters only use simple lines to express the poetry characteristic in nature, which 
emphasis on the "use of brush"(用筆).The shapes and sprites are only drawn by simple 
curves. The "curves" in the paintings； comparing with Western drawings, is not just a line, but 
including qi (氣). 
In order to achieve the 'qi' into the whole painting, the painting needs to have the following 
requirements: (according to the "Six principles of Chinese painting" by Xie He 謝赫） 
Spirit Resonance 氣韻生動 
Bone Method骨法用筆 
Correspondence to the Object 應物象形 
Suitability to Type 隨類賦彩 
Division and Planning 經營位置 
Transmission by Copying 傳模移寫 
These are the basis of Chinese painting, while among the 6 characteristics, the sense of life is 
the ultimate goal and the most difficult to achieve. The others are the emphasis on the layout 
and drawing techniques. Thus without the good practice on the five skills, we cannot show 
the sense of energy in a painting. 
Spirit Resonance 
This spirit refers not only to the stroke itself, but also to the whole painting. The spirit of shan shui is the translation of Confucianism ( i i ) and Taoism ( 
道)thinking into works of art. Confucianism focuses painting as a tool of education, which teaches people how to perceive nature and review ourselves 
through nature. Taoism focuses more on the freedom on the thinking. It suggested that scholars or artists not to focus on the shapes and views of the 
real object and scenery, but just get the main idea or spirit hide inside the object. 
“目有所極，故所見不周,於是以一管之筆，拟太虛之體。” 
"太虛"is something which is always changing and difficult to predict, and this is what the properties of nature is. Thus artists being influenced by 
Confucianism and Taoism did not care whether the painted colors and shapes look like the real object or not. i.e."不求形似,但求神似。“ 
Double Haven by contemporary artist Mr. Raymond Fung (image from Raymond Fung. Into the FUN world. Wide Ocean Printing Co., Ltd. 2005) 
Drawing Skills 
The use of brush in Chinese painting is very similar to the expression in Chinese 
the experience from calligraphy, which emphasis on the rhythm 
fast and slow; strong and weak (輕重，疾溫，虛實，強 
linkage between these two extreme are the focus. ( 
On the other hand, painters and artists continuously obser\J 
drawing method (娥法).This method, together with the dr, 
their feeling towards the natural environment. 
Drawing skills developed in the old time 
1 .Dry and Pale - Use dry and pale ink to pain^^* 
2.Brush stroke - Use the side of a brush 
5.Wash - Use ink to wash 3 to 4 times (等{^J辦呢，'辦次淋） 
4.Brush - Use water and ink to brush 
S.Seize - Point the brush vertically (掉 
6.Pull out- Use brush to point on the p a p k qdickly (擢 -
y.Point - Similar to "pull out", but only use the tip of the 
8.Dye - To dye with ink, but without (M _ 完-
9.Soak - Use very pale ink to sho 





Different drawing methods on rocks and mountains, (images from趙廣超.筆紙中國畫.三聯書店(香港)有限公司,2006) 
Correspondence to the Object 
This requirement refers to the depicting of form including shape and line, and this is the basic 
practice before artists can really translate energy to the whole painting. 
Suitability to Type 
In Chinese painting, the use of different color in one drawing is not the main consideration. 
Thus in many drawings, only pale colors are used to emphasis some important parts, or used 
as a tool to show different texture and lighting effect. However, it focuses much more on the 
use of ink, which is only black and white but can have many different tones. As in Taoism, 
black represents Yin, white represents Yang. Yin and Yang are two extremes and should have 
a balance at certain point. This is the rule of nature. 
"黑為陰,白為陽,陰陽交構" 
According to ancient Chinese painting, ink can be divided into 6 main colors (六彩):black and 
white; concentrated and pale; and dry and wet. This is actually related to the concept of Yin 
and Yang, and these 6 colors became the main component in Chinese painting. 
Use of water 
Water is the most important tool in Shui-mo painting. It is regarded as soul which drives the 
ink as water can control the intensity of the color, and only water can give the six main colors 
in Chinese painting. 
Division and Planning 
Division and planning in Chinese painting is very different form 
western painting. In western painting, starting from 14th to 15th 
century, it had been developing the one point and two point 
perspectives to show what we seen from our eyes. However, this 
never happened in China. What Chinese scholars developed was 
the three view perspective (三遠法). 
a. 高遠 -山腳看山頂 
b. 平遠 -近山看遠山 
C. 深遠 -山前看山後 
This development suggested that Chinese scholars did not treat 
painting as a tool to record the physical space. What they were 
trying to show their mind in terms of mountains and water, which 
is a space with rhythm and time (a kind of spirit). Thus Chinese 
painting never had geometry but dominated by curves. 
Transmission by Copying 
Similar to correspondence to the object, this requirement refers to 
the depicting of form, and this is the basic practice before artists 
can really translate energy to the whole painting. 
北宋范寬《豁山行旅圆》 五代董源《寒林重汀圆》 
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元代黄公望《天池石壁圖》 
New Drawing skills in contemporary Chinese painting 
Artists are trying not to use tradition brush to draw the texture of mountains and rocks, but to focus more on the properties of water and ink with 
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Conclusion 
Chinese painting, although developed a lot of drawing method and layout, is difficult to 
interpret and translate directly into architectural issue. During the development, we can see 
that some of the skills are no longer adopted by contemporary painters. However, we can see 
that Chinese shan shui painting is a kind of painting which goes against the common definition 
of what a painting is. Shan shui painting refutes color, light and shadow and personal brush 
work. It is not showing what the viewer saw, but what the viewer thought. Thus the spirit -
relation between human mind and nature can only last forever in terms of water and ink in 
Chinese painting. How this spirit can apply to modern architecture, we may need to analyze 
Chinese garden. 
Huang Shan Series by Raymond Fung 
Shan Shui Painting and Chinese Garden 
In physical definition of space, John F.Pile defined painting, product and architecture in the 
following: 
two dimension three dimension four dimension 




Actually Shan Shui Painting has a close relationship with Chinese garden, or we can say that 
Chinese garden is the physical presentation / architectural form of shan shui painting. 
During the time of the Period of Spring and Fall (770 - 476 BC) and that of the Warring States 
(475 - 221 BC), the connection between the beauty of mountains and water and human 
personality was established. 
"The benevolent (仁慈,厚道)likes the mountain, the knowledgeable (博學)likes the water. The 
properties of mountains and water were now related to people and their perfection equated 
with a well-bred person." said Confucius 子L子. 
Thus Shan Shui Painting is not only showing the beauty of nature, but also the scholars' mind. 
From the view point they developed in painting, it already suggested that Shan Shui painting 
is not showing the exact view which seen form their eyes. They are trying to show the whole 
universe inside their heart. 
i.e.'山性即我性,山情即我情’ 
Mountains and water are the essential elements of a garden. In Suzhou gardens, so called 
'mountain and water gardens', were all trying to express the builders' mind through the 
construction of garden. Similarly, the expressions of mountain and water painting; as well as 
'mountain and water poetry' for poetry are related to nature and landscape. Thus Shan shui 
painting related to landscape design and architecture, and only through Suzhou garden we 
can understand more in the spirit of Chinese painting. 
Choosing Suzhou gardens as basic case studies in traditional Chinese spirit mainly because 
the classical gardens are representative specimens of gardens in southern China. Another 
reason is that nearly all Suzhou garden are designed by artists and scholars in Shan Shui 
painting. Through investigation in this kind of garden might help us understand the thinking 
underneath. 
In the series of mapping exercise, proportion and number on water ponds; location of main 
buildings; linkage between main buildings; location of pavilions and the paths are being 
studied to see whether there is any pattern or spatial organization in the Suzhou gardens. 
However, there seems no pattern on the overall layout design. Only some general observations 
can be concluded that the gardens were enclosed space in the cities. The "water" was usually 
designed in the middle of the garden; and with covered walkways surrounded on the edge of 
ponds or along the walls, linking the main buildings together in a circular way. Also, usually 
pavilions are located along the covered walkway as a node. 
Garden of Humble Administrator 拙政困 
Garden of Lingering fSBl 
Garden of the Cangfang Pavilion 汝浪亭 
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In all, the conception and arrangement of scenery in garden planning, the emphasis is mainly placed on the imitation of nature. The designs did not 
have a regular pattern, but with a language. The middle of garden was the heart of nature, and people can walk along the covered corridor to enjoy 
"nature". 
The garden became the place where the view of the world expressed itself in a direct way and lively way. A pinnacle represents thousands of peaks in 
a large territory, a spoon full of water stands for ten thousand miles of river. Through the mountains, the water and the other elements of the garden 
the scholar was in constant tough with the whole world. 





Show the whole universe 
inside artists' heart 





Through analysis in Chinese painting and Suzhou garden, we can conclude that Chinese 
painting is directly related to architecture. Suzhou gardens are the product that scholars tried 
to realize what they "see" in their mind as what they wanted to do in Chinese painting. 
Suzhou Garden 
-freely designed and not 
subject to any rules 
-situated in city centre 
-mainly artificial garden 
大隱隱於市"(to become 
disappeared in city / to 
enjoy himself in nature) 
"t " t ^ f ^ r a r ^ ^ ^ i ^ s ^ rtists'T^I^ 









Traditional Chinese Scholars' / 
Suzhou People's Characteristics 
In Chinese painting, there are basic drawing skills and layout method; while in Suzhou garden, 
there are basic architectural elements: main buildings, paths, nodes etc. However, the main 
focus of both Chinese painting and Suzhou garden is the spirit behind - experience and 
appreciation of nature. However, this appreciation is based on their thinking, as the painting 
and garden are trying to express viewer's mind. 
That means the expression in Chinese painting and Chinese garden cannot be adopted into 
nowadays' situation as somehow it is the thought of ancient scholars. Nonetheless, the spirit 
to express one's mind through nature, or the spirit that regard nature as universe is worth 
study and being interpret in a modern language. 
The main concept "遊"will be the design scheme as it represents experience, travel and 
journey; which is the main concept in Chinese painting that travel through space and nature 
not only physically, but also mentally. 
Design objective 
This thesis is to interpret Chinese shan shui painting and translate it into architecture. The 
architecture isaim atenhancing the essence of Chinese painting and space in three dimensions, 
but with a different interpretation than Suzhou garden. As Hong Kong is once a colony of 
Britain for about 100 years, most of the Chinese local people were born under western culture 
rather than traditional Chinese culture. Even they have interest in learning Chinese culture, 
they may just know a little. Thus the design, in terms of program and space, are focusing on 
the expression of Chinese spirit. 
Case Studies in contemporary architecture in Chinese style 
There are some Chinese architects trying to absorb the essence in traditional Chinese art into 
their new design. However, many of them just try to select part of the properties and put them 
into their new design, which is not the main idea in Chinese art. 
Wuhan CRIand French-
Chinese Art Centre 
武漢華澗中法藝術中心 
The 80m container is made out of in-
tuitive images of ink-and-water. the 
texture is used as structure of the 
tube. 
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Mandarin Palace 九問堂 
The private housing estate is designed 
in the concept of Chinese style. The 
harmony relation of nature and archi-
tecture give good views to the simple 
house, which like a scroll of Chinese 
Painting. 
Program 
The initial idea of the thesis is to translate Chinese painting into modern architecture. Most 
suitable program will be a space which aim at promote Chinese culture. Therefore, the program 
of the design will be an artist village which promotes Chinese art. 
Cultural art village is considered not only as a space for resident artists, but also as a self 
sustainable village including cafe, shops and studios including workshop to promote Chinese 
culture. Exhibition spaces will be provided for large piece exhibits. 
Heyri artist village is specially designated municipality of art and culture. Its aim is to build 
a cultural strongpoint of international competitiveness. All entities and items in Heyri will 
be artworks that are completely in accordance with the nature. The aesthetic sense will be 
considered in all places from squares to a single pavement block. _ 
Heyri Art Villagealley 
It is an art village which have 
more than 370 artists in different 
aspects. All entities and items in 
Heyri will be artworks that are 
completely in accordance with 
the nature. 
Place for Creation 
Place for Sale 
Place for Workshop 
Place for Exhibition 
Place for Artist-in-residence 
Place for Discussion 
Another case study in 
program is the Benesse Art 
Site Naoshima in Japan. 
The idea of art village is 
established on a small island 
with traditional old house. 
The art house project, 
together with the new 
architecture by Tadao Ando, 
forms the whole village. 
The project introduced a 
new program to the island 
and give a new life to the 
historical building. 
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Go'o Shrine Minamidera 
Art House Project 
The Project is trying to remodel traditional old house 
into art spaces which at the same time restore the 
old house and give a new life to the site. 
New architecture with different programs are intro-
duced in the site to make the art village complete. 
Site 
The site was chosen to be remote area in Hong Kong. The reason is that in Suzhou, scholars 
tried to create mountains and water insides garden, and they travelled inside their "world". 
This only applied to ancient Chinese scholars. While Hong Kong provides a land of mountains 
and water comparing with the artificial landscape in Suzhou garden, we can easily find a site 
which is between mountains and water (山水之間). 
The eastern coastal line along Kowloon peninsula, south coastal line along Hong Kong Island, 
Lamma Island and eastern coast line of Lantau Island are possible location as they have good 
bays which embraced like a pond. Among the coastal line, Shek Pai Wan in Lamma Island is 
the most suitable. It provides perfect shan shui natural environment which Chinese painting 
suggested. From here, we can look over Ling Kok Shan and Mount Stenhouse. We can also 
look over Hong Kong Island. 
There is a small village - Yung Shue Ha village, one of the oldest villages in Hong Kong, which 
can represent the history on Hong Kong people and live. Many houses there are left empty in 
this beautiful site and become ruins. The design will be the essence of Chinese painting with 
spirit and interpretation of Hong Kong people. 
Master Layout 
The overall design of the village is based on the concept "journey" and "experience". The 
journey starts from Aberdeen, and takes 25 minutes boat to arrive mo tat wan. From here, 
as the site is very large, it is at the beginning divided into two zones: visitors zone which 
is closer to the pier; and the resident artists zone. Visitors zone is the place for visitors and 
administration which have cafe, bookshops, accommodation and office. Resident artists zone 
is a place of exchange ideas, a place for work display and a place of work, which studios, 
museum, gallery, seminar room and other exhibition space will be provided. 
However, as the two zones are located far from each other, and in other to improve the 
linkage in between, the whole journey is divided into four parts. Arrival 一 Artist Village 1 -
path (covered walkway) - Artist Village 2 & Visitors' Centre. Which follows the journey in shan 
shui painting (起承轉合). 
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There's only one main path leading the whole site, which is an existing one. Also, this is the 
main stroke of this whole "painting". This inspires the renovation of existing path to a "stroke 
path". 
The "stroke" defines the painting into black, grey and white. While in architecture, this 
relationship can be translated into light and shadow. The existing path is "decorated" or 
"painted" with stroke-like feature which create shadow with different density. The stroke 
can be thick and thin. As shadow changes with time； the path seems like an endless Chinese 
painting. 
Material 
The life in Yung Shue Ha village is very simple. People lived in small stone house with simple 
wood structure. Also, there are lots of natural materials around the site. In order to create a 
sense of harmony between the new architecture and those small old houses, wood, stone, 




Artist village 2 and visitors centre 
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This is the main part of the whole thesis which located at the north^lnd of Shek Pai W a n : � l t ) 0 、二於 
is a very beautiful bay which directly faces east. The artist h o u s e s ^ d visitors' dormitory are 
separated by the main path. The two parts are facing each other aria with a pond in the middle. 
The pond is already dried up and proposed developments will|be a farmland for resident 
artists to experience the life in Lamma. Those artist houses are located together with s o m e r ^ 
resident houses to form a village in a larger They are situated in a slope so different 












New Dormitory for Visitors 
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The Artist House consist of an existing house and an additional unit. They 
spaces according to existing landscape and nature of the artist. 
combined to form different 
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